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Key takeaways: W

Things to discuss:
- Latest Marketing techniques for Instagram

- Analysis of 5 IG accounts in domain of NGO, health and fitness,
and organic food

- Decoding Marketing techniques used by identified pages
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Making it big
online

Instagram has become a daily tool for more than 2 billion
users around the world, where an average user spends 53
minutes every day browsing through Instagram. That is a
huge time span to catch people's attention, position a
product/service and build your sales funnel. 
In the next slides we will understand how to do that, and take
examples from 5 IG pages using the stated strategies,

Decoding the secrets of Instagram
Marketing



Where to start:
W

Present your product or service02

Create a Business Profile Page01 Seek your target audience03



WBuild your brand on
social media

What your
company does

Describe the clear
vision statement of
the brand through the
IG BIO section

Also chose the right
category for IG Page

This helps people
identify your brand 

Display about the
problem your product
or service solve
through your posts,
captions, and
community
engagement 

If they are pre-existing
competitor brands in
the same segment, it
becomes important to
convey the message -
What makes you
unique or better value
for money 

It is important to
address the elephant
in the room- 

What's in it for me?
Free giveaways, post
reshare, story reshare
should be used to
attract more
engagement   

What problem
you are solving

What makes
you unique

Why should they
engage with you
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Interact with
followers

Constant customer
updates

Quick response to
inquiries

Delivering on
promises

Swift order taking and
assistance

Keeping customers
delighted

How great brands deal with consumers



Good design matters

W

Entice your audience with stunning visuals
and choose an appropriate colour template.



WHow brands work on Instagram

Choosing photos
and creating
designs

01

Writing effective
copy

02

Uploading
content

03

Connecting with
followers

04
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Latest IG Marketing
Trends:Your brand is a story unfolding

across all customer touch points.

 Color theme
 Story Highlights and Engagement
 Influencer Partnership
 Paid Ads
 Using relevant hashtags
 Ig Live
 Ig Reels
 Testimonials
 Content Marketing
 Call to action
 Link in Bio
 Free Giveaways
 Meme Marketing



Let's understand from
some Brand Examples

W

Content is King!
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Link in Bio
Story engagement
through Quizzes
Testimonials 
Red - Main color
theme
Relevant #tags
IG Reels
IG Live

give_india (NGO)
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Website Link
Testimonails
IG Reels
IG Live
Affiliate Partnership
Giveaways
Effective Caption
Stating Problems
Discount Offers
Celebrity
Collaboration

praakritik (Organic Foods)
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Link in Bio
Collab
Contests & Giveaways
Quizzes
Testimonials
Affiliate Partnerships
IG Live
IG Reels
Effective caption
Use of #tags
Discount Offers

nutriorgorganic (Organic Foods)
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Great Visuals
Effective Content
Marketing
Giving Solutions
IG Reels
IG Live
Collaboration with
industry experts
Meme Marketing
Use of #tags

theregularfit (Health & Fitness)
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Website Link
Clients Testimonails
IG Reels
IG Live
Quiz on IG Stories
Use of #tags
Impactful content
marketing through
posts and captions

luke_coutinho (Health & Fitness)
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- Tom Fishburne

“The best marketing
doesn't feel like marketing.”


